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High-density protein microarrays of recombinant human protein fragments, representing 12,412
unique Ensembl Gene IDs, have here been produced and explored. These protein microarrays were used
to analyse antibody off-target interactions, as well as for profiling the human autoantibody repertoire in
plasma against the antigens represented by the protein fragments. Affinity-purified polyclonal
antibodies produced within the Human Protein Atlas (HPA) were analysed on microarrays of three
different sizes, ranging from 384 antigens to 21,120 antigens, for evaluation of the antibody validation
criteria in the HPA. Plasma samples from secondary progressive multiple sclerosis patients were also
screened in order to explore the feasibility of these arrays for broad-scale profiling of autoantibody
reactivity. Furthermore, analysis on these near proteome-wide microarrays was complemented with
analysis on HuProtTM Human Proteome protein microarrays. The HPA recombinant protein microarray
with 21,120 antigens and the HuProtTM Human Proteome protein microarray are currently the largest
protein microarray platforms available to date. The results on these arrays show that the Human Protein
Atlas antibodies have few off-target interactions if the antibody validation criteria are kept stringent and
demonstrate that the HPA-produced high-density recombinant protein fragment microarrays allow for
a high-throughput analysis of plasma for identification of possible autoantibody targets in the context
of various autoimmune conditions.
Introduction
Affinity-based proteomics has proven to be an invaluable tool for
discovery of novel potential targets for diagnostics, therapeutics,
and disease monitoring. It has over time also become apparent
that the success of affinity-based proteomics approaches is dependent on availability of well-characterized affinity binders and
antigens [1,2]. Researchers employing affinity proteomics-based
strategies need affinity binders that have a high degree of selectivity to their intended target and where preferably any off-target
interactions should be known before these binders are utilized.
Such well-characterized affinity binders and antigens can be
used in a wide range of applications including microarrays,
Western blot, immunoprecipitation, immunofluorescence and
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immunohistochemistry. One of the major hurdles to overcome
in affinity-based proteomics is the large-scale acquisition and
evaluation of affinity binders, which limits the application range
of affinity-based proteomics [3]. Initiatives aiming to address this
challenge through production and characterization of affinity
reagents with the overall goal of performing large-scale proteomics
are ongoing [4]. One of these initiatives is the Human Protein Atlas
(HPA), which produces affinity binders on the proteomic scale to
representative products of protein-coding human genes. These
affinity binders can then be used for a systematic exploration of
the human proteome by studying the protein localization and
levels in various human samples, cells and tissues [5–7].
The Human Protein Atlas uses recombinantly produced protein
fragments as antigens for the production of polyclonal antibodies.
These recombinantly produced protein fragments are 16–202
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TABLE 1

Close to 43,000 protein fragments representing over 19,000 human genes have been produced. These have been utilized during the
antibody validation approval of almost 47,000 antibodies in the Human Protein Atlas
Category

Unique fragments/antibodies

Unique genes

Recombinant protein fragments designed

81,455

20,012

Purified fragments

42,698

19,497

Antibodies approved on protein fragment arrays

46,856

19,171

Antibodies evaluated on Western blot

42,775

18,247

Antibodies published (version: 13, 2014-11-06)

24,028

16,975
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TABLE 2

Approximately 87% of antibodies purified from sera within the Human Protein Atlas have been approved for further use by validating
their selectivity on protein fragment microarrays
Passed antibodies

Failed antibodies

Total

All

46,856 (87%)

7015 (13%)

53,871

Without comment

37,911 (81%)

Off-target
Weak or no interaction

8945 (19%)
0

amino acids in length, with a mean and median of 81 and 80
amino acids respectively, and are designed as unique representations of their corresponding proteins [8,9]. The selection of which
peptide sequence of a protein should be produced as a protein
fragment is performed by finding the sequence region with lowest
homology towards the remaining human proteins, while excluding the transmembrane regions and signal peptides [10].
Pre-selection of which part of the targeted protein an antibody
should bind to eliminate many of the high-homology sequences
which potentially can generate clones with high-affinity towards
other proteins than their intended target. To enrich further for
only selective antibodies, the protein fragments are also used for
affinity purification and validation of selectivity of the antibodies.
This process makes it possible to produce selective polyclonal
antibodies with low off-target affinities [11–13].
Within the HPA, all the antibodies produced are validated using
multiple approaches to ensure that they bind to their intended
target [11,14]. One of these validation approaches involves the
protein fragment microarrays, which are used for generating multiplex binding profiles of the antibodies [11]. These binding profiles are analysed, annotated, scored, and evaluated based on
certain criteria, which determines the further use of each antibody.
In the analysis on the protein fragment microarrays, the number of
off-target interactions for each antibody is identified. If any of the
off-target interactions are above the arbitrarily cut-off criteria,
which are empirically derived in relation to the final success rates
of each antibody during the first years of HPA, of 40% of the
intended interaction, the antibody is classified as ‘failed’ and
stopped from further progress in the HPA pipeline. Likewise, if
the antibody has more than three off-target interactions above
15% of the intended interaction, it is classified as ‘failed’ and
stopped from further progress in the HPA pipeline. These antibody
binding evaluation criteria are of great importance, since they
affect the downstream workflow and future destiny of each antibody within HPA.
2

0

37,911 (70%)

3250 (46%)

12,195 (23%)

3765 (54%)

3765 (3%)

The protein fragment microarrays routinely used within the
HPA for this evaluation consist of 384 randomly chosen fragments,
on which the 384 cognate antibodies are analysed. Annually,
almost 8000 protein fragments are arrayed and their cognate
antibodies are evaluated. Using these protein fragment microarrays, so far approximately 54,000 antibodies have been evaluated
within the HPA, where approximately 47,000 of these antibodies
were approved and just over 21,000 antibodies were fully validated
and published in the publicly available HPA portal (http://www.
proteinatlas.org/) (Tables 1 and 2). These microarrays have also
proven to be useful tools for large scale screening of autoantibody
targets in autoimmune diseases such as multiple sclerosis, as well
as for generating binding profiles for different types of affinity
binders (Fig. 1) [15,16].
In the HPA, the routinely produced microarrays host 384 protein
fragments per subarray, as this allows for a high-throughput analysis
by means of a high degree of automation compatible with the
standard 96 well microplate-format. In the present work, two larger
microarrays have been produced for evaluation of results obtained
on microarrays with 384 fragments. The first type of these larger
microarrays consists of subarrays containing 11,520 protein fragments, corresponding to 8560 Ensembl Gene IDs, which were
arrayed as two subarrays per slide. The second large microarray
hosts 21,120 protein fragments corresponding to 12,412 Ensembl
Gene IDs, which were arrayed as a single array per slide. One of the
aims of creating these larger microarrays was to investigate if the
results attained on the routinely produced microarrays with 384
fragments are in concordance with the results revealed for much
larger set of targets. In addition, we also wanted to compare our
protein fragment microarrays to commercially available microarrays of full-length proteins. This was achieved by testing HPA
antibodies, as well as human plasma samples for autoantibodies,
on both our protein fragment microarrays, and on HuProtTM Human Proteome microarrays, which contain approximately 17,000
unique full-length proteins [17,18] (Table 3).
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FIGURE 1

The general workflow for arraying protein fragments and analysing samples. The selected fragment of the proteins is cloned and expressed in E. coli. The fragments
are then purified, adjusted to the same concentration and spotted onto functionalized microscope slides. The spotted arrays can then be used for analysis of our inhouse generated affinity binders for their binding profiles, as well as for analysis of human plasma samples for their autoantibody reactivity profiles.

TABLE 3

By varying the number of features in the array and by subdividing the slide into multiple sub-arrays, the throughput in either antigens
or samples can be varied. Arrays of three different configurations of subarrays and features were used
Features
Arrays with 384 protein fragments

Unique targets

Ensembl Gene IDs

Subarrays per slide

384

384

384

21

Arrays with 11,520 protein fragments

11,520

10,820

8560

2

Arrays with 21,120 protein fragments

21,120

16,728

12,412

1

42,000

17,000

12,500

1

TM

HuProt

-arrays
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The protein fragments and their cognate antibodies are produced
within the HPA project as previously described [8–10]. The protein
fragments are of 16–202 amino acids in length and are recombinantly produced in Escherichia coli Rosetta DE3 strain. In short, these
protein fragments are chosen from their respective protein due to
having low sequence similarity compared to other human proteins,
while also avoiding transmembrane regions and signal peptides.
They contain an N-terminal hexa-histidine albumin binding
protein tag (His6ABP) for purification and solubility purposes. Purification of the protein fragments is performed by affinity chromatography and verified using mass spectroscopy. After purification
and validation of the protein fragments, immunization of rabbits
is performed and the resulting antibodies are purified from the
rabbit sera on their respective fragment in affinity columns.
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If the intended antigen reached saturation in fluorescent intensity
while also revealing potential off-target interactions, the test was
repeated at a higher dilution until the signal for the intended
target was below saturation. The final concentration of the primary antibodies varied between 0.2 and 0.002 mg/ml, depending on
the dilution necessary to achieve signals within the measurable
range for the scanner.

Human plasma samples
A random selection of nine EDTA plasma samples from secondary
progressive multiple sclerosis (SPMS) patients were used for profiling plasma autoantibody repertoire. These samples were
obtained and processed as previously described [15]. All study
enrolment followed the recommendations of the Declaration of
Helsinki and the study was approved by the Ethics Committee of
the Karolinska Institute. Oral and written information was given
to the patients and confirmed consent in writing was received
before inclusion.

Antigen array production
The protein fragments were diluted into 55 separate 384-well
microplates using a liquid handling robot (Freedom Evo, Tecan
Group Ltd) in a buffer containing 0.05 M carbonate-bicarbonate,
pH = 9.6 (Medicago AB), and 50% glycerol (Merck KGaA). After
dilution and transfer of the protein fragments into 384-well microplates, the plates were stored at 208C until use. Using a noncontact microarray printer (Arrayjet Marathon, ArrayJet Ltd), each
of the protein fragment-containing microplates was arrayed in 21
subarrays on epoxide-coated glass slides (OPEpoxySlide, CapitalBio Corp) for routine analysis. A subset of 30 of these 55 microplates was arrayed in two subarrays with a total of 11,520 features
on each array for a total of 23,040 features on each slide. These
11,520 features correspond to 10,820 unique protein fragments,
which represent 8,560 Ensembl Gene IDs. The full set of 55
microplates were also arrayed on slides as single microarrays,
which resulted in microarrays with 21,120 features corresponding
to 16,728 unique protein fragments and representing 12,412
unique Ensembl Gene IDs. The distribution of the lengths of
the fragments was maintained between the two sets of microarrays
(Supplementary Fig. 1). After arraying, the slides were allowed to
dry in a heat cabinet at 378C over night prior to blocking with 3%
bovine serum albumin (Saveen Werner AB) for 1 hour. After
blocking, the slides were washed twice in PBS (Medicago AB)
with 0.1% Tween20 (BDH Prolabo) (PBS-T) for 5 min, each followed by a 5 min wash in PBS, dried in a centrifuge and stored at
48C until use.

Analysis of plasma samples for autoantibody profiling
Plasma samples from the nine SPMS patients and a pool of these
nine samples were profiled on the microarrays with 11,520 protein fragments. For this, the plasma samples were diluted 1:2000
in PBS-T supplemented with 3% bovine serum albumin, 5%
nonfat dry milk (Semper) and 160 mg/ml of His6ABP. A slide
holder (ArraySlide, Gel Company) with a modified silicone gasket
resulting in a subarray volume of 2 ml was used as incubation
chamber and the samples were incubated for 1 hour at RT on a
shake table before washing twice in PBS-T for 5 min. The secondary detection antibody, goat anti-human IgG DyLight 649 (Jackson ImmunoResearch), was diluted 1:25,000 in PBS-T and
incubated on the slide for 1 hour at RT, followed by washing
twice in PBS-T for five minutes and once in PBS before spin-drying
and scanning.
Two of the nine SPMS-samples profiled on the recombinant
protein fragment arrays with 11,520 protein fragments were profiled on arrays with 21,120 protein fragments. For the arrays
hosting 21,120 protein fragments, a dilution of 1:200 were used
in conjunction with an 85 ml lifter slip (Erie Scientific Company)
and the samples were incubated without shaking, but otherwise
identical to the protocol for the arrays with 11,120 protein fragments. Following the initial sample incubation, the protocol for
washing and adding secondary detection antibodies was applied
as described above.

Analysis on HuProt microarrays
Analysis of affinity reagents
Primary HPA antibodies were diluted in PBS-T supplemented with
a chicken antibody (Agrisera) against the His6ABP protein-tag, and
incubated on the microarray for 1 hour at RT on a shake table.
After washing twice with PBS-T for 5 min each, the secondary
antibodies were applied. These antibodies, namely goat anti-rabbit
IgG Alexa Flour1 647 (Molecular Probes1) and goat anti-chicken
IgY Alexa Flour1 555 (Molecular Probes1), were diluted 1:30,000
in PBS-T and incubated on the microarray in a volume of 15 ml
for 1 h before washing twice in PBS-T for 5 min each and once in
PBS for 5 min prior to spinning dry and scanning in a two-color
microarray-scanner (Agilent G2505C, Agilent Technologies Inc.).
4

Before use, the HuProtTM Human Proteome microarrays [19,17]
(CDI Laboratories, Mayaguez, PR, USA) were first blocked with
bovine serum albumin according to the same protocol as described
for the protein fragment microarrays. Primary affinity reagents
were also applied as previously described for the protein fragment
microarrays, with the exception of the anti-His6ABP being exchanged for anti-GST DyLight 550, at a dilution rate of 1:15,000
and added in the detection step. The plasma analysis on the
HuProtTM Human Proteome microarrays was also performed similar to the plasma analysis on the microarrays with 21,120 protein
fragments, except for a sample dilution of 1:100 and detection of
the GST-tag as described above.
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Image and data analysis

TABLE 4

All slides were scanned using a two-color microarray-scanner
(Agilent G2505C, Agilent Technologies Inc.) and the resulting
images were analysed using an image analysis program (GenePix
Pro 5.1, Molecular Devices LLC). Standard scores (also denoted as
z-scores) were calculated using the function ‘scale’ in the statistical
program R, producing scaled and centered standard-scores. The
functional annotation tool of DAVID database [20] was used to
identify enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms for the content
of each array type, where Benjamini–Hochberg FDR-adjusted
p-values < 0.01 were considered statistically significant for enrichment of the GO terms.

After validation on the small-scale protein fragment arrays, the
profiled antibodies were divided into six groups, depending on
the strength and number of off-target interactions

Results

One strong off-target interaction

Two weak off-target interactions

5

Three weak off-target interactions

5

More than three weak
off-target interactions
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profiling both groups on the larger arrays revealed that the difference is so small that it becomes apparent that the routine analysis
cannot easily distinguish between the general reactivity of the two
groups of antibodies with no or one off-target interaction when a
larger set of proteins is considered. It also revealed that those
antibodies with no or only one off-target binding potentially
have only fifteen or less off-target interactions when analysed
on the largest microarrays (Fig. 2b).
An example of an antibody raised against GAD1, glutamate
decarboxylase 1 (brain, 67 kDa), that revealed no off-target

0

1

1 (strong)

2

3

>3

B

5

10

15

Nr. of off−target interaction on 384 fragments

0

A total of 48 HPA antibodies were analysed on the microarrays
with 384 protein fragments that are routinely used within the HPA
project. These antibodies were then also analysed on the larger
microarrays with 11,520 protein fragments and the binding profiles were compared to each other.
These 48 antibodies were profiled on the small-scale protein
fragment microarrays and divided into six groups: no off-target
interactions, one, two or three weak (above 15% of the intended
interaction) off-target interactions, more than three weak offtarget interactions, and one strong (above 40% of the intended
interaction) off-target interaction (Table 4). The comparison of offtarget binding profiles on the small-size microarrays and the larger
microarrays revealed that the smaller microarrays give a good
indication of the general reactivity of the antibodies. It also
showed that the spread of off-target binding in the larger microarrays increases with the number of off-target interactions in the
smaller microarrays (Fig. 2a).
Investigating the difference between the antibodies which have
one ‘weak’ off-target binding (i.e. less than 40% of the on-target
binding) and the antibodies which have one ‘strong’ off-target
binding (i.e. more than 40% of the on-target binding) reveals that
the strongest indicator for general binding in the small-size microarrays is the number of off-target bindings and not the strength of
the intensity resulting from the binding if there is only one offtarget binding. Comparing the group of antibodies that showed
no interaction in the routine analysis with the group that showed
one interaction above 40% in the routine analysis by further

13

One weak off-target interaction

Nr. of off−target interactions on
11,520 fragments

Selectivity analysis of affinity binders

No off-target interaction

Nr. of off-target interactions

In this work we produced three different sizes of protein fragment
microarrays and analysed polyclonal antibodies produced within
the Human Protein Atlas project for their binding profiles. By
performing this comparison, we aimed to evaluate whether the
analysis on protein fragment microarrays that is routinely performed within the HPA pipeline is a useful indicator of the offtarget binding properties of the antibodies revealed on arrays with
much larger antigen content. We also screened plasma samples
from secondary progressive multiple sclerosis patients on highdensity protein fragment microarrays and identified a number of
possible autoimmune targets for further investigations. Furthermore, both the off-target analysis of HPA antibodies and the
profiling of plasma autoantibody repertoires were extended to
include the HuProtTM Human Proteome high-density full-length
protein microarrays.

Antibodies validated
on 384 protein fragments

384

11k

21k

Unique Antigens

FIGURE 2

(a) The more interactions the binder had in the routinely utilized microarrays
with 384 protein fragments, the more interactions it had on the microarrays
with microarrays with 11,520 protein fragments. (b) Analysis of a subset of
antibodies revealed that the antibodies with one strong off-target interaction
on 384 protein fragments, here represented by red dots, could not be easily
distinguished from the antibodies with no off-target interactions on 384
protein fragments, represented by green dots, when analysed on larger sets
of possible targets.
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FIGURE 3

In the barplots, each bar corresponds to one spot in the microarrays and the y-axis shows the relative median fluorescent intensity in percentage. The barplots
show the binding profiles on arrays with 384, 11,520, and 21,120 protein fragments, as well as on HuProtTM Human Proteome arrays, for an antibody generated
against GAD1 (glutamate decarboxylase 1). The binding profiles from the protein fragment arrays show only the single on-target binding while the HuProtTM
Human Proteome microarray revealed a single off-target interaction.

interaction in neither the small-size, nor the larger microarrays
with 11,520 and 21,120-fragments can be seen in Fig. 3. This
antibody showed no off-target interaction in neither of the protein
fragment microarrays and only one off-target interaction to the
protein UTP6, small subunit (SSU) processome component, homolog (yeast) in the HuProtTM Human Proteome microarray containing full-length proteins. The protein fragment for GAD1 and
the off-target protein UTP6 present on the HuProtTM Human
Proteome microarray had an amino acid similarity of 38% over
a sequence of 34 amino acids. UTP6 protein was also represented
on the protein fragment microarray where no antibody binding to
6

the protein fragment representing UTP6 could be observed. The
sequence of 34 amino acids in the full-length UTP6 with highest
sequence similarity to the protein fragment representing GAD1
did not overlap with the protein fragment representing UTP6 on
the protein fragment array.
Another antibody, in this case raised against the protein fragment representing GOT1 (glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase 1,
soluble), demonstrated an increased number of interactions on the
larger arrays (Fig. 4), where it revealed one off-target interaction in
the small-size microarrays but an increasing number of offtarget interactions in the larger array formats. On the small-size
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FIGURE 4

The barplots show the binding profile of an antibody generated against GOT1 (glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase 1) on microarrays with 384, 11,520, and 21,120
protein fragments, as well as on HuProtTM Human Proteome microarrays.

microarrays with 384 protein fragments, the antibody generated
against GOT1 showed single off-target interaction against DCAF4,
DDB1 and CUL4 associated factor 4, besides the on-target interaction. Using pairwise sequence alignment analysis an alignment
between GOT1 and DCAF4 showed that the two protein fragments
have a similarity of 67% over nine amino acids. The same antibody
on the microarrays with 11,520 protein fragments revealed twelve
off-target interactions with a standard score > 2. Profiling the same
antibody on microarrays with 21,120 protein fragments revealed
35 off-target interactions with a standard score > 2. The Pearson
correlation between the standard scores for protein fragments with
a standard score > 2 on the 11,520 protein fragments microarray
and the 21,120 protein fragments microarray was R = 0.86. A
pairwise sequence analysis of the 35 off-target interactions
detected on the 21,120 protein fragments microarray revealed

that the off-target fragments had an average similarity of 62.5%
and a negative correlation between similarity score and matched
length (R = 0.72).
Profiling the same antibody against GOT1 on HuProtTM Human
Proteome microarray resulted in a profile of 11 off-target interactions with a standard score > 2, with no off-target proteins in
common with the protein fragments arrays. However, the protein
displaying the clearest off-target interaction, ERICH5 (glutamaterich protein 5), showed a similarity of 60% over a ten amino acid
long stretch with the GOT1-protein fragment.

Autoantibody reactivity analysis of plasma samples
In order to investigate the general autoantibody reactivity of
plasma samples on these large-scale microarrays, plasma samples
from nine SPMS patients were profiled, both individually and as a
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QSOX1, quiescin Q6 sulfhydryl oxidase 1
PPR16, proline rich 16
GABRE, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A receptor, epsilon
ZNF688, zinc finger protein 688
CCDC85C, coiled-coil domain containing 85C
PPR33, proline rich 33
CCDC70, coiled-coil domain containing 70
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RNF185, ring finger protein 185
S100A3, S100 calcium binding protein A3
TOMM20, translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane 20 homolog (yeast)
SPSB2, splA/ryanodine receptor domain and SOCS box containing 2
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FIGURE 5

The heatmap presents autoantibody reactivity against protein fragments that revealed a sum of standard scores > 30 over the nine different plasma samples from
SPMS patients. The fragments were sorted according to a descending sum. Color intensity denotes the standard score.

pool. The measured intensities were transformed into standard
deviations above the mean (standard scores or z-scores). In total,
approximately 400 protein fragments revealed plasma reactivity
with a standard score > 5 in one single sample and only one
protein fragment revealed plasma reactivity with a standard
score > 5 in five different SPMS samples. This analysis showed
that the autoimmune reactivity in plasma samples is varying
highly across different patients and that only very few protein
fragments are commonly reactive in more than one sample.
Although over 650 protein fragments exhibited autoimmune reactivity in a single sample if a standard score of 3 was used as a cutoff, the number of reactive fragments remarkably dropped as more
samples or higher cut-offs were considered (Supplementary Fig. 2).
As a visualization of the complete dataset was impractical, sorting
of the dataset was performed according to the sum of the standard
score over each protein fragment, and those fragments with a sum
of standard score over the nine samples larger than 30 were
visualized in a heatmap (Fig. 5) to give an overview of the targets
exhibiting the widest autoimmune response.
The SPMS sample with ID 9, in Fig. 5, revealed the highest
reactivity towards the fragment representing the ion channel
protein GABRE, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A receptor,
epsilon. This protein is a subunit of the receptor for the protein
GABA, which functions as a neurotransmitter in the central nervous system and which is also indicated as being involved in
immunomodulation [21]. This protein fragment represents
the extracellular region [23–109] of the target protein. Another
fragment representing the intracellular region [371–427] of GABRE
was also present on the microarray but revealed no plasma autoantibody reactivity. Similarly the SPMS sample with ID 4 produced
the highest reactivity towards the protein fragment representing
the zink finger protein ZNF688 (Supplementary Fig. 5), which has
been previously indicated in an autoimmune context [22]. These
8

two samples were further profiled on the microarrays with 21,120
protein fragments, as well as on the HuProtTM Human Proteome
microarray. The profiles from the arrays with 21,120 protein
fragments retained the highest reactivity towards GABRE and
revealed an increasing number of other interactions, as compared
to the 11,520 protein fragments arrays.
The HuProtTM Human Proteome microarray and the array with
21,120 protein fragments had 5850 genes in common for both the
microarray platforms. However, although GABRE was represented
on both of the array platforms, no reactivity towards GABRE was
observed on the HuProtTM Human Proteome microarray. In general, the autoantibody reactivity profile was non-overlapping for
these two microarray platforms despite the overlap of represented
genes (Fig. 6).

Discussion
In this work, we generated arrays hosting up to 21,120 recombinant protein fragments corresponding to 12,412 Ensembl Gene
IDs with the goal of evaluating not only the routinely performed
antibody validation process within the Human Protein Atlas
framework, but also to investigate the usefulness of large-scale
arrays for affinity screening of body fluid samples. We first tested a
total of 48 antibodies produced within the Human Protein Atlas on
microarrays of three different sizes, ranging from 384 antigens to
21,120 antigens and evaluated the antibody validation criteria in
the Human Protein Atlas project. In addition, we utilized these
large-scale arrays for profiling the plasma autoantibody repertoire
of nine multiple sclerosis patients.
Protein microarrays allow for high-throughput proteomic analysis [23,24] but the attempts to produce proteome-wide microarrays have so far been limited. The strategies for producing largescale protein microarrays vary from arraying purified fulllength proteins [17] and producing full length proteins on the
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FIGURE 6

Representative autoantibody reactivity profiles of an SPMS sample shown as barplots for the protein fragment microarrays of different sizes and the HuProtTM
Human Proteome microarray. On the y-axis the relative median fluorescence intensity (MFI) and on x-axis the unique antigens are represented as bars.

microarrays using DNA as template [25,26], to using short, overlapping peptides to represent the proteins [27]. The total number
of antigens that can be arrayed on one microscope slide is limited
by the size of the resulting spots, the distance needed to separate
the spots, and the total available area on the slide. Thus, microarrays that contain few antigen features can host several replicated
subarrays per slide, allowing for multiple analyses if the subarrays
can be physically separated from each other. As the number of
spots in the microarray increase, the fewer analyses can be performed as the subarrays become spatially larger, to the point where
only one analysis per slide can be performed. In short, as the
number of antigen features in the microarray increases, the number of samples that can be tested on the same slide decreases,

leading to a trade-off in terms of targets versus samples. Combining several smaller microarrays into a large one enables broadscale, proteome-wide profiling of samples under equal conditions.
This simplifies data analysis and increases the multiplexing capacity but at the cost of decreasing the sample throughput.
The data obtained on the small-scale microarrays with 384
antigens were shown to represent well the information which
can be obtained on microarrays with much larger antigen content.
Those antibodies, which revealed a large number of off-target
interactions on the small-scale microarrays, revealed a larger number of off-target interactions on the large-scale microarrays, as
compared to those antibodies with fewer off-target interactions
on the small-scale microarrays. This suggests that arrays with
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Effect of antibody concentration and length of the protein fragments on antibody performance. (a) The mean antibody concentrations were 80 mg/ml for the
antibody group that have been failed due to too many off-target interactions, 25 mg/ml for the antibody group that have been failed due to weak or no
interactions and 100 mg/ml for the antibodies that have been passed on the antigen arrays. (b) The antibodies that have been failed had a mean sequence length
of 76 and 75 amino acids, respectively, while those that have been passed have a mean of 81 amino acids.

384 protein fragments are well suited for assessment of the general
promiscuity of an affinity binder. This information is of utmost
importance in the context of projects such as the Human Protein
Atlas, where over 53,000 antibodies have been analysed in terms of
their on- and off-target interactions on arrays with 384 protein
fragments. Although the vast majority of these antibodies have
been validated for further use, over 7000 have been failed due to
too many off-target interactions revealed on the antigen arrays
and nearly 4000 have been failed due to too weak or no binding.
While the antibodies with weak or no binding mostly consisted of
antibodies with relatively lower concentration after purification
(Fig. 7a), neither antibody concentration and fragment length nor
amino acid composition could be associated with antibodies
failing due to off-target binding (Fig. 7 and Supplementary Fig. 4).
Using microarrays with large antigen content for mapping the
off-target interaction of affinity binders helps in revealing new
possible targets for binders of interest. This can be a useful tool in
the validation work of affinity binders of possible biomarkers and
can add important information in the pooled knowledge of an
affinity binder. The increasing number of off-target interactions in
the larger array represents an example of the increase of off-target
interactions that might be expected from an antibody that
shows off-target interactions on small-scale microarrays with
384 antigens.
Here, we also demonstrated that the microarrays with very large
antigen content are very efficient tools for exploration of the
autoimmune repertoire in plasma. These arrays hosting up to
21,120 antigens can be used for highly multiplex profiling of body
fluid samples towards a large fraction of the human proteome in a
fast and effective manner by consuming only 1 ml of crude sample
per analysis. In this study, we profiled nine plasma samples from
secondary progressive multiple sclerosis patients, both as individual samples and as a sample pool. This analysis revealed that all of
the nine samples had prominent autoimmune reactivity, but with
very limited overlap regarding the antigens being recognized in
different plasma samples. However, in some plasma samples from
10

SPMS-patients, reactivity was observed towards known or previously indicated autoimmune targets. For instance, autoantibodies
towards the protein GABRE, a part of the GABA-receptor could be
detected in three out of nine SPMS-samples. This is an interesting
observation since GABA is believed to be involved in autoimmune
diseases, including multiple sclerosis [21,28]. Another protein that
was detected as an autoimmune target was ZNF688 that have been
identified as a possible autoimmune target in sarcoidosis [22]. In
our previous work, we have also highlighted two other zinc protein
family members, ZNF70 and ZNF480 as targets of plasma autoantibodies within MS [15]. Similarly, the set of targets highlighted
in our previous work within MS included PRR4 and RNF126, which
belong to the same family of proteins with PRR16 and PRR33, and
RNF126 which were identified here as potentially interesting
targets (Fig. 5). Of note is also that the protein fragment representing QSOX1, which is known to be overexpressed in several cancer
malignancies [29], was indicated as an autoimmune target in five
out of nine SPMS-samples. Other targets of autoimmune or neurological interest were CCDC85C [30], S100A3 [31], TOMM20 [32],
SPSB2 [33], and CFHR4 [34]. These findings demonstrate that
large-scale antigen arrays hosting several thousands of antigens
offer a unique opportunity to investigate the diversity of the
autoantibody repertoire in body fluids, both in disease and health.
In addition, we observed that two different types of microarray
formats, one using protein fragments and one using full-length
proteins, resulted in complementary information as the most
prominent autoantibody reactivities revealed on these two array
platforms were different. This might be a result of autoantibodies
binding to linear epitopes being responsible for the results
obtained from the protein fragment arrays, while autoantibodies
towards conformational epitopes being predominantly responsible for the results obtained from the full-length arrays. Important
to note is also that the significantly enriched GO terms associated
with the antigen content of the protein fragment arrays and
HuProtTM Human Proteome microarrays were differing from
each other, which can be considered as an aspect supporting
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the complementary nature of information generated in these two
different array formats (Supplementary Fig. 3).
To even further increase the future possibilities and feasibilities
of high-density protein microarrays, we are currently in the process of assembling a next generation of the HPA antigen microarrays, where approximately 42,000 unique protein fragments in
58,000 spots on two slides representing the products of 19,000
unique Ensembl gene IDs will be produced and explored.
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